


2021 Palooza Blanc IGP Oc, Aubert and Mathieu
More than a name, Palooza is the art of having an unforgettable time. 
It is the ideal wine for all your moments of spontaneous conviviality, 
such as a packed lunch on the page with friends. 

Deliciously light and refreshing with notes of peach and citrus fruits, 

Palooza is the white wine of the best and most unforeseen memories.

 125ml  500ml Carafe btl
  725 1925 2795

2021 Palooza Rouge IGP Oc, Aubert and Mathieu
Ode to the beauty of Languedoc Roussillon. The palooza label 
immerses you in one of the simplest, most unique and magical 
moments of summer: a sunset over the Mediterranean Sea. 

Fresh and light, Paloozareflects the promise of the ideal red wine, the 
one that accompanies the best memories to come. It’s deliciously 
light and refreshing.

 125ml  500ml Carafe btl
  725 1925 2795

“We favoraltitude vineyards which allow the 
grapes to mature slowly and makecomplex wines 
with certain freshness !”

Friends since school, we challenged ourselves to create a range of wines in our image. Natives 
of Languedoc Roussillon, we want to shake the vines of our origine region by bringing a touch of 
originality and modernity to our cuvées. Created in 2018, we are part of an eco-conscious approach, 

more transparent and more sustainable. 



2021 Suzy Chardonnay, Aubert and Mathieu
 Organic Certified, Suzy is a surprising, pure and elegant wine. 

The palate is straight forward and gives way to pleasant  
roundness with citrus, apple and peach flavours. 

   btl
    3050

2020 Amy Organic Rouge IGP Oc,  
Aubert & Mathieu
Certified Organic Farming, the AMY cuvée is an explosion of red 
fruits and sweet spices. This juice has a good length. 

These cuvées are soaked in sunshine, the grapes are brought to 
perfect maturity and then they are harvested with care to preserve 
all their flavors. 

   btl
    3050

"Tired of our respective professional lives, we left everything 
to pursue a slightly crazy dream: to create wines like us, a 

little unconventional and off beat"



n  Veg + Salads      d  Chicken      x Pork       u  Aperitif       o  Spice      v  Fish       r Shellfish       m  Shellfish      y  Beef

CHAMPAGNE + FIZZ  125ml Btl

PROSECCO DOC ROSÉ TREVISO ARGEO BRUT  740 2875

Veneto | Italy | 11.5%
Fresh, crisp northern Italian sparkling rosé, fizzing with cranberries and red fruit and with a light, yeasty, aroma of  
biscuit.

PROSECCO BRUT, ARGEO, RUGGERI  640 2750

Veneto | Italy | abv%
A classic elegant Prosecco with tiny bubbles, a palate of  fresh green apple and a long, crisp finish.

MOËT ET CHANDON,IMPERIAL ROSÉ   7775

Champagne | France | abv%
Pink with amber highlights. A lively, intense bouquet of  red fruits (wild strawberry, raspberry, cherry) floral nuances 
of  rose a slight hint of  pepper. Juicy, persistent intensity flavours of  berries (strawberry, raspberry, redcurrant), fleshy 
and firm with peach and a subtle note of  menthol.

MOËT ET CHANDON, BRUT IMPERIAL   6475

Champagne | France | abv%
A well balanced assemblage of  three vine varieties. This clean Champagne is elegant, harmonious, fresh and supple.

MOËT AND CHANDON VINTAGE   8475

Champagne | France | abv%
Bright pale yellow with glimmers of  green. Fine, dynamic bead. Initial floral notes of  linden, honeysuckle and acacia 
with citrus nuances evocative of  bergamot and mandarin orange zest along with a dash of  anise and green tomato. 
Following are notes of  just-ripe stone fruits—white peach, nectarine and Mirabelle plums. The bouquet is completed 
by gentle scents of  pastry, brioche, frangipane, almonds and vanilla with a slight hint of  white pepper. This vintage 
is vivacious and lively. The underlying acidity orients the linear, focused palate; the tautness is enveloped and 
channelled by the texture of  succulent notes of  white fruits which envelop and channel the freshness toward a vibrant, 
mouth-watering finish with a lingering note of  citrus fruit.

NV ALLIANCES N.16 BRUT, CHAMPAGNE A. ROBERT   4795

Champagne | France | 12%

ROSÉ WINE 175ml Carafe Btl

ANCIENS TEMPS ROSÉ, VIN DE FRANCE 575 1495 2095

Vin de France | France | abv%
With an attractive pale pink colour, this is a light, dry unoaked and refreshing rosé from the Languedoc region.

WHITE ZINFANDEL, WEST COAST SWING 595 1550 2195

California | United States of America | 9%
Full of  ripe fruit aromas such as peaches, mango and melon. Juicy on the palate with strawberry and  
tropical fruit flavours with fresh acidity balancing the sweetness.

CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ,    2795 
DOMAINE DE L’AMOUR, LA VIDAUBANAISE
Provance | France | 13%
Provençal rosé, fragrant and elegant as southern sunshine, full of  strawberries, cherries, citrus and  
crushed red apples.

CHAMPAGNE

n   d   v  

n   v   r



WHITE WINE 175ml Carafe Btl

TREBBIANO CHARDONNAY RUBICONE IGT, 565 1515 2050 
FONTE DELLA VIGNA
Emilia Romagna | Italy | abv%
The colour is straw-yellow with light greenish hue. Intense aroma, with tropical fruit and flowers. On the palate it is 
structured and full bodied, smooth, and well balanced.

PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE IGT, SARTORI 615 1695 2495

Veneto | Italy | 12%
Fresh and fruity Pinot Grigio from northern Italy, gently exuding flavours of  pears, peaches and nuts and the scent of  
fresh flowers. 

FIANO IGT TERRE SICILIANE, MOLINO A VENTO   2595

Sicily | Italy | 12.5%
Delicious Fiano, packed with tropical fruit, the bouquet a vibrant blend of  refreshing lemon and spicy cedar.

PICPOUL DE PINET, RÉSERVE ROQUEMOLIÈRE   2895

Languedoc-Roussillon | France | abv%
The wine is crisp, light and aromatic, with remarkable freshness on the palate.

MARLBOROUGH SAUVIGNON BLANC, GLAZEBROOK 825 2200 2995

Marlborough | New Zealand | 12.5%
Crisp and zesty with moments of  citrus and grapefruit, crunchy green apple, juicy peach and passionfruit with fresh 
garden herbs.

LA SEGRETA GRILLO SICILIA DOC, PLANETA 750 1995 2795

Sicily | Italy | abv%
Clear yellow colour with green reflections; on the nose the primary varietal aromas of  citrus, white peach and tropical 
fruit. Fresh and smooth on the palate.

VARIETAL SAUVIGNON BLANC, TARAPACA 725 1895 2550

Central Valley | Chile | 13%
Pale-yellow with greenish hues. Fresh citrus notes, and tropical hints such as pineapple and passion fruit. Crisp 
acidity wich brings out a fresh and long finish.

GAVI DI GAVI, LA MINAIA, NICOLA BERGAGLIO   3050

Piemonte | Italy | 13%
Thin-skinned Cortese, the white grape that makes Piedmont’s Gavi, releases aromas of  acacia and white peach, 
flicks the nose with wild herb, then settles on the tongue in a swirl of  apple, lemon and melon.

‘ALBA MARTIN’, ALBARINO, MARTIN CODAX   3150
Rías Baixas | Spain | 12%
Vivid straw-yellow green colour. Bright and shiny. Intense nose and elegant aromas with hints of  white stone fruits 
and white flowers. The proximity to the sea gives the wine its freshness and saltiness and the granitic soils enhance 
its natural minerality. The wine is rounded and full-bodied, with a light petillance that adds to its vivacious sense of  
freshness. Impressive persistence on the finish.

PALOOZA BLANC IGP OC, AUBERT AND MATHIEU 725 1950 2795

Languedoc-Roussillon | France | abv%
Deliciously light and refreshing with notes of  peach and citrus fruits, Palooza is the white wine of  the best and most 
unforeseen memories.

CHARDONNAY LES MOUGEOTTES IGP PAYS D'OC 650 1795 2550

Languedoc-Roussillon | France | abv%
Lemon and vanilla on the nose with a round, fruity body and a hint of  vanilla oak character.  Has more ripeness 
than a Macon and more savouriness than the New World, making it ideal by the glass.

SUZY CHARDONNAY, AUBERT AND MATHIEU   3050

Languedoc-Roussillon | France | 13%
Organic Certified, Suzy is a surprising, pure and elegant wine. The palate is straight forward and gives way to 
pleasant roundness with citrus, apple and peach flavours.
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RED WINE 175ml Carafe Btl

SANGIOVESE MERLOT RUBICONE IGT, 565 1525 2050 
FONTE DELLA VIGNA
Emilia Romagna | Italy | abv%
Intense and complex nose of  cherry, blackberry, violet, sweet spice and dye flowers, with light oaky hint. Gentle and 
charming on the palate, with smooth tannins, proper freshness, and delicious mineral finish.

MELODIAS MERLOT, TRAPICHE 635 1695 2295

Mendoza | Argentina | abv%
Medium bodied with notes of  ripe red fruits & subtle hints of  sweet spice.

BRAVE TO BE MURRAY SHIRAZ  m   y   675 1795 2595

Australia | 13%
Brightly fruited nose, packed full of  mullberry and blackberry with hints of  forest floor and a distinctive sarsaparilla 
herbal note. A dash of  vanilla spice and dusty oak adds a more mature angle to this young energetic Shiraz. This 
Shiraz greets you with a lighter frame, but is packed full of  driving red fruits, and touches of  choc-orange, blood 
plum and vanilla. A fine tannin structure adds a well tamed textural element.

PINOT NOIR, PETE’S PURE        2650

South Eastern Australia | Australia | 13%
Vibrant and lively wine with forest floor notes on the nose, along with strawberries and cranberry. Subtle notes of  
raspberry and rose petal mesh with vanilla bean pod and spicy oak. Bright cherry notes backed by a crunchy acidity 
and  fine tannin base. Hints of  red berry fruits and a distinct savoury touch give this wine a complex varietal 
character with long length of  flavour. 

EMBRUJO TEMPRANILLO ORGANIC,  625 1695 2395 
BODEGAS VERUM
Castilla-La Mancha | Spain | 12.5%
Expressive Spanish red, a palate of  black fruit - blackcurrants, blackberries - lightened by a fragrant sprinkling of  
spice.

PALOOZA SHIRAZ – VIOGNIER IGP OC,  725 1925 2795 

AUBERT AND MATHIEU
Languedoc-Roussillon | France | 13.5%
Deliciously light and refreshing with notes of  red berries, Palooza is the red wine of  the best and most unforeseen 
memories.

CUMA ORGANIC WINEMAKERS MALBEC,  725 1895 2750 
EL ESTECO
Salta | Argentina | 13.5%
Rich, thrilling Malbec, full of  black cherries and black plums, topped off with a scattering of  spice.

LA SEGRETA NERO D'AVOLA SICILIA DOC, 725 1925 2795 

PLANETA
Sicily | Italy | abv%
Ruby red colour with violet reflections. Typical varietal aromas of  ripe plum, cocoa, wild fruit and flawless spiciness. 
On the palate it's full with ripe smooth tannins without excess.

EL TIEMPO QUE NOS UNE, BODEGA CERRÓN   2895

Jumilla | Spain | 14.5%
Vineyards in the village of  Fuente-Álamo. All the wine comes from calcareous soils that provide a marked salinity 
and refreshing sensation in the mouth despite harvesting with high maturities. 

SOFT + FRUITY
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DESSERT WINES  125ml Half  btl

SAUTERNES LES GARONELLES, LUCIEN LURTON   3225

Bordeaux | France| 13.5% 
A nice golden yellow color. Expressive nose with aromas of  exotic fruits, pineapple and citrus fruits. In the mouth, the wine is elegant and well-
balanced evolving with a long finish full of  finesse..

THE NOBLE MUD PIE, D’ARENBERG  795 2850

South Region | Australia | 11.5% 
Dessert wine from South Australia, rich and complex, redolent of  apricots and honey, cinnamon and kumquat.

PORT  100ml Btl

LBV PORT, QUINTA DO CRASTO  595 3650

Douro | Portugal | 20%
This late bottled Vintage shows brooding black cherry fruit with a huge cedary core. A simple wine with a fine dark 
colour, ripe and mouth filling and rounded off by sweet finish.

VINTAGE PORT, QUINTA DO CRASTO   795 6395

Douro | Portugal | 20%
Excellent aroma expression and concentration, showing fresh berry fruit 
and gum cistus notes and soft spices hints.

RED WINE   Btl

AMY ORGANIC GRENACHE – SYRAH IGP OC, AUBERT & MATHIEU   3050 
Languedoc-Roussillon | France | 14% 
Organic Certified, Amy is an explosion of  red fruit and sweet spices. This juice has a good length.   
This wine ideal for a fun outing with friends.

RIOJA VINEDOS DE ALTURA, RAMON BILBAO   3195

Rioja | Spain | 14%
Garnacha and Tempranillo vines at high altitudes are blended, 50-50, to produce this cherry bazaar, with both red 
and black fruits piled high and a whiff of  spice on the nose.

‘BASS’ CABERNET SAUVIGNON, SMOKIN’ BARRELS   3395

Barossa Valley | Australia | 14.5%
Aromas of  cassis, black current and licorice combine with ripe, dark fruit characters and a pleasing richness of  fruit 
fills the palate, whilst fine and even tannins drive the wine to a soft finish.

DOURO RED, QUINTA DO CRASTO  m   y    2895

Duoro | Portugal | 14%
Dark and richly aromatic, with heady flavours of  ripe red berries, violet and spice.

RICH + 
POWERFUL
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ALL ABOARD THE WINE FLIGHTS

3 X 100ml Glasses

A great opportunity to discover 3 different wines  
from our carefully selected range.

Not really sure what wine you’re into? Our wine flights will help you tell 
the difference between your Primitivo from your Beaujolais. Who doesn’t 

love a bit of light education mixed in a few cracking wines (minus the 
tweed jacket and Claret coloured trousers, obviously).

It’s time to go on your wine journey at your table.

ASK STAFF FOR OUR CURRENT FLIGHT SELECTION


